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Undue Influence: How the Wall Street Elite Puts the Financial System at RiskJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
In late 1999, a Republican congressman held a party in Washington
to celebrate the passing of new legislation destined to
have a profound effect on Wall Street and the entire financial
industry in the United States. Despite the date on the law,
the principle upon which it was based actually had been a cornerstone
of the...

		

Amazing Java: Learn Java Quickly!Andrei Besedin, 2017

	

	Do you know Java is being used worldwide? These days it is difficult to find a platform not running on Java. Their uses begin from commercial e-commerce website to Android apps, from desktop applications to games, from financial applications to scientific applications, from J2ME applications to open source library...


		

Cake Decorating For Dummies (Lifestyles Paperback)For Dummies, 2007
Create wedding, shower, holiday, and festive kids' cakes
    Easy at-home instruction for making and decorating fabulous cakes    

    Want to make beautiful cakes? This fun, instructive guide gives you simple techniques for creating cakes for all celebrations. You get expert advice in all the basics...






		

Boost C++ Application Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Boost libraries are developed by professionals, tested on multiple platforms and processor architectures, and contain reliable solutions for a wide range of tasks. This Cookbook takes you on a journey of simplifying the process of application development and guides you through writing perfect applications fast.


	"Boost C++...


		

The Little Book on CoffeeScriptO'Reilly, 2012

	
		This concise book shows JavaScript developers how to build superb web applications with CoffeeScript, the remarkable language that’s gaining considerable interest. Through example code, this guide demonstrates how CoffeeScript abstracts JavaScript, providing syntactical sugar and preventing many common errors. You’ll...



		

Switching to the Mac: The Missing Manual, Leopard EditionPogue Press, 2008
Is Windows giving you pause? Ready to make the leap to the Mac instead? There has never been a better time to switch from Windows to Mac, and this incomparable guide will help you make a smooth transition. New York Times columnist and Missing Manuals creator David Pogue gets you past three challenges: transferring your stuff, assembling Mac...





		

Tricks of the eBay MastersQue, 2004
Ever wonder how eBay PowerSellers got to be so successful? Wonder no more. Tricks of the eBay Masters is full of advice and over 600 tricks from expert eBay users. They learned by doing and are now going to pass on their wisdom to you. Find out how to jazz up your auction listings with HTML, how to increase buyer traffic through key...


		

Applied jQuery: Develop and DesignPeachpit Press, 2011

	As Web designers, you are painstakingly compelled to grab Web surfers’ attention
	as quickly as possible and then keep them on your site to absorb the content. In
	addition to the product, service, or information that you are providing, the site
	must be visually attractive and offer stimulating (and valuable) interaction. The...


		

Oracle Application Express 4 RecipesApress, 2011

	I still remember deploying my first Microsoft Access application 10 years ago for a head hunting agency.
	They had a user base of about 200 users (I can already hear some of you groan) and they needed a
	system to manage job applicants and the companies that want to hire them. And they tossed my meager
	development team of two an...






		

The U.S. History Cookbook: Delicious Recipes and Exciting Events from the PastJossey-Bass, 2003
Serve up a heaping lesson of history with delicious recipes from our nation’s past–– from the pilgrims’ first feast to today’s high-tech, low-fat fare
Who knew history could be so delicious? In The U.S. History Cookbook, you’ll discover how Americans have lived and dined over the centuries. This scrumptious...


		

Switching to the Mac: The Missing Manual, Mountain Lion Edition (Missing Manuals)O'Reilly, 2012

	
		Ready to move to the Mac? This incomparable guide helps you make a smooth transition. New York Times columnist and Missing Manuals creator David Pogue gets you past three challenges: transferring your stuff, assembling Mac programs so you can do what you did with Windows, and learning your way around OS X.

	...



		

Learning Three.js: The JavaScript 3D Library for WebGLPackt Publishing, 2013

	Three.js makes creating 3D computer graphics on a web browser a piece of proverbial cake, and this practical tutorial makes it easier still. All you need to know is basic JavaScript and HTML.


	Overview

	
		Create and animate beautiful 3D graphics directly in the browser using JavaScript without the need to...
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